
CASINO DAYS APPOINTS XPOINT AS
OFFICIAL GEOLOCATION PROVIDER IN
ONTARIO

Xpoint strikes deal with Casino Days to integrate Xpoint
Verify into online casino platform

NEWS RELEASE BY XPOINT TECHNOLOGY

 Xpoint, the leading geolocation and compliance technology company specializing in

North American sports betting, iGaming, and Daily Fantasy Sports markets, has been

appointed to provide geolocation technology services by Casino Days, the popular

Ontario licensed online casino brand. Casino Days has integrated Xpoint Verify, a geo-

verification tool for real-money gaming operators, within its popular digital casino

platform allowing its Ontarian users to enjoy safely, securely, and fraud-free.

Casino Days is the first online casino brand created by Rhino Entertainment Ltd, an

iGaming company dedicated to delivering the greatest casino products and online

experience. Casino Days combines mobile functionality with a plethora of fast-loading

slots and games from top providers, big bonuses, with professional support and

lightning-fast payments, including Interac and cards.

“Our goal is to make sure Casino Days provides players with the best online casino user

experience. We have partnered with Xpoint to support detection of cases of fraud, false

data, spoofing, and device tampering which is key in creating a safe digital space for our

users,” added Ross Parkhill, Chief Executive Officer at Rhino Entertainment LTD. “We

expect this partnership will serve Casino Days well as we look to grow our brand in

Ontario, and we look forward to a long and mutually beneficial geolocation partnership

with Xpoint.”

“This partnership underlines the appeal of our geolocation technology among

established operators, offering flexibility and rapid integration to help market entrants get

up and running seamlessly with our location-based intelligence data and essential fraud

prevention services,” said Marvin Sanderson, CEO of Xpoint. “Casino Days is a fantastic

online casino brand, and we look forward to giving them access to our innovative data

and platform.”

Xpoint Verify with its geolocation validator software will enable Casino Days to validate

GPS position, connections, and device information in seconds. Xpoint Verify sits

alongside Xpoint Lite in Xpoint’s product suite, with Xpoint Lite being the go-to

geolocation technology solution for fantasy sports and skill-based gaming operators.
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The two geo-verification technology products provided by Xpoint are live with multiple

partners in Canada and throughout the USA, and is one of only two geolocation

technology vendors licensed in New Jersey. For more details on Xpoint, please go to

xpoint.tech and follow Xpoint on social media via LinkedIn and Twitter.

 

ABOUT XPOINT

Xpoint provides essential geolocation security solutions and intelligent location-based

marketing insights to the global sports betting and iGaming industries. Xpoint’s innovative

Verify and Lite platforms ensures partners meet their regulatory geo-compliance

obligations, and deliver enhanced value through the generation of location-based data

that can drive marketing programs. Xpoint was founded in 2019 and officially unveiled in

Las Vegas in 2021, and is led by the company's CEO Marvin Sanderson, a global sports

betting and iGaming industry leader. With North American offices in Toronto, Canada and

Miami, Florida, Xpoint is changing the global geolocation market, bringing innovation to

an industry that has, to date, viewed geo-compliance as a utility, not a new business

opportunity. For more information, visit xpoint.tech and follow LinkedIn and Twitter for

regular updates.

 

ABOUT CASINO DAYS

 CasinoDays.com is the first casino brand launched by Rhino Entertainment Ltd and

serves customers across several regions, languages, and currencies with a large variety

of top-tier casino games. Rhino Entertainment Ltd is an iGaming company based in Malta

with multinational teams, based across Macedonia, Spain, and several other countries.

Casino Days is a multi-currency online gaming site operating across multiple licenses and

allowing play with EUR, USD, CAD, NZD, PEN, BRL, NOK, ZAR, INR, MXN, TWD, THB, JPY,

and also cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum and Ripple, where the

regulatory conditions under particular licenses allow for this.

Visit at www.casinodays.com.
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